In this paper we report a new method to detect both moving objects and new stationary objects in video sequences. On the basis of temporal consideration we classify pixels into three classes: background, midground and foreground to distinguish between long-term, medium-term and shortterm changes. The algorithm has been implemented on a hardware platform with limited resources and it could be used in a wider system like a wireless sensor networks. Particular care has been put in realizing the algorithm so that the limited available resources are used in an efficient way. Experiments have been conducted on publicly available datasets and performance measures are reported.
Introduction
Nowadays video-surveillance systems are essential tools to monitor sites and to guarantee the safety of people: automatic detection of moving objects in the scene and recognition of dangerous events without human intervention are particularly interesting [4, 6] . The technological evolution encourages the study and the realization of new architectures based on little devices with low computational power to carry out these tasks. The reduced size are particularly important when the goal is to monitor particular site like archaeological sites where it is not possible to install a conventional surveillance systems. Moreover, the possibility of using wireless technology make attractive the usage of these devices in networks in which sensors collect and roughly analyse data and then transmit the extracted information to other modules for higher level processing. So, in order to have a distributed scene analysis, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [7, 10] use an hierarchical architecture in which nodes perform low level operation and transmit aggregated data; these data are sent to a reasoner that uses them to recognize and track objects, construct a higher level representation of the monitored site, understand events, coordinate low level nodes.
A WSN-based video-surveillance system has to identify in real-time moving objects and scene changes of particular interest like the introduction in the site of new stationary objects. The system should determine if changes are temporary or permanent modifications and then choose and apply a strategy. As bandwidth is very limited in the network and data transmission is power consuming, it is important that low level nodes detect objects of interest and send to the reasoner only that information really useful to understand the scene. For example, low level nodes have to classify image pixels as foreground or background in order to detect moving objects. Moreover, to rapidly identify suspicious objects and to highlight the new stationary objects introduced in the scene, a new class, called midground, can be used [3] . In this paper we report an algorithm that permits to detect foreground and midground objects. The algorithm has been implemented by taking particular care in minimizing memory occupancy and computational load to guarantee real-time operation on a low level node of a WSN. Many experiments have been conducted on streams taken by webcam or by publicly available datasets.
Related works
In realizing a motion detection algorithm, many issues like significant lighting variations and dynamic changes (i.e. waving trees) have to be considered; this is very challenging in outdoor scenarios where weather conditions heavily affect performance. There are two types of algorithms for motion detection: derivative ones that compute a temporal difference among subsequent frames (single and double difference methods) and background based that compute the difference between the current frame and a reference image.
Nevertheless, global scene changes are better represented by using background statistical model. There are many statistical approaches [5, 11] in literature and they often require a training step to learn the statistic of the background pixels. Some statistical background model assume that pixel values are distributed according to a Gaussian with suitable mean and variance computed on-line; other methods use more complex model like mixture of Gaussian, kernel density estimation, running Gaussian average and so on [9] . Modelling each pixel as a multi-modal distribution (i.e. considering that pixel values vary in different ranges) enables to handle the "waving trees" issue and the occlusions problem. In fact, it is possible to model the background by storing all possible clusters in the colour space where background pixels may fall. So, if a moving object becomes stationary for a certain period of time and then moves again, by maintaining alive the past modes no false positives should be generated.
In [3] , cluster centroids (rm, gm, bm) are represented by running sums of the pixel values belonging to the cluster itself and by count that is the number of the summed pixel values belonging to the cluster itself. Background modes are learnt on-line and, for each one, the birthday β and the observation count OC are stored. To classify a pixel it is necessary to find a matched mode by checking the pixel distance from the stored cluster in the background model. Then, the matched mode age (indicating how old the mode is) and the matched mode observation density OD (indicating how often the mode appears in the sequence) are computed and used to classify pixel: the pixel is classified as midground if age is in a suitable range and OD is greater than a predetermined threshold; the pixel is classified as background if age is greater than a certain value otherwise the pixel is classified as foreground.
In this paper, we propose a method similar to Apewokin's work [3] but in which distinction of long-term, medium-term and short-term memories is stressed and used to distinguish between the three types of classes in the image. In our algorithm, background adapts only to the permanent changes and distinction between midground and foreground pixels takes into account also temporal and spatial continuity of the pixels.
Hardware Platform
We have developed our algorithm for SPB400 Stargate gateway: a single board computer with enhanced communications and sensor signal processing capabilities. The Stargate is equipped with a 32 bit, 400 MHz Intel XScale processor (PXA255) and only 64 MB of SDRAM. In our experiments we have used both a usb webcam (Logitech Quickcam 4000 Pro) and public datasets for off-line tests.
Among the main features of the Stargate platform, there is its small size (3.5 x 2.5) that permits the realization of systems with low impact on the environment. Stargate has an embedded Linux operating system kernel and our algorithm has been implemented in C++.
Objects Detection
We assume the pixels have multi-modal values as in [3] but we do not use a single memory to store modes, rather we keep three types of memories: one for the background model, one for the midground model and one for the foreground model. In this way we can distinguish among longterm, medium-term and short-term changes of the scene. For each mode we store the running sum S and the count C of the already clustered pixels, the mode birthday β (i.e. the initial instant in which the mode appears in the scene) and the mode matching time mt (i.e. the last time in which the mode has been observed in the scene). Pixel classification is performed according to the value of age, indicating how old the mode is, and to the value of d, representing the time during which the pixel is absent from the scene. Age and waiting time d are computed as:
(1)
As a mode becomes older and older, it must be moved from a type of memory to another. So mode moves from foreground model to midground model and then from midground model to background model. Moreover, a mode moves from short-term to medium-term memory not only on the basis of its age and waiting time. Indeed, to consider the spatial and temporal continuity of the moving pixels, we also use the foreground computed at the previous step.
In particular, we check the neighbour of the current pixel at the previous step: if the number n of moving pixels is less than a predefined threshold, then we move the correspondent matched mode into the midground model. This improves the performance of our method mainly in case of foreground aperture. Calling MM the matched mode, we describe our algorithm with the following pseudo-code:
for each pixel of the current frame if MM is in the background model -update the matched mode by * accumulating S * incrementing C * updating mt -classify pixel as background otherwise if MM is in the midground model -update the matched mode by * accumulating S * incrementing C * updating mt -classify pixel as midground -compute age and d -if age > MaxAge and d < TD move mode in background model otherwise (there is no MM in the midground model) classify pixel as foreground if MM is in the foreground model -update MM by * accumulating S * incrementing C * updating mt -compute age, d and n -if age > minAge and d < TD and n < Tn move mode in midground model otherwise (there is no MM in the foreground model) -find the least frequent mode in the foreground model and substitute it with the current mode
In our experiments we have set M axAge to 100, minAge to 4, T D to 3 and T n to 4. The first frame is used to initialize the midground model, while the background and the foreground models are initially empty and are constructed on-line. To make memories not permanent, periodically we perform a foreground and a midground purging: all modes for which d is greater than a predefined value are discarded (this threshold is set to 10 for foreground and to 40 for midground). In this way we eliminate all modes that have been absent from the scene for long time. Purge is not applied to the background memory because it is a permanent memory; so we avoid that frequent modes temporarily occluded disappear. The number k of modes (cells) stored in each memory depends from the nature of the pixel and is a system parameter manually set during system configuration. Storing k modes for each pixel is very expensive for the system. To save memory occupancy we have decided not to use k modes for each pixel, but k modes for blocks of pixels that are all used to update the correspondent cluster.
In our experiments, we have chosen to use k equals to 4 and a block resolution equals to 2x2.
Experimental Results
In detecting moving objects, there are two types of error that is possible to notice: false negatives and false positives. The former are related to pixels of the objects erroneously classified as background while the latter are related to pixels of the background classified as foreground. To measure the performance and the effectiveness of our method, we have defined some measures related to the classification errors. Moreover, we have measured the memory occupancy of our algorithm and we have tested the method on the hardware platform adopted evaluating the frame rate. In the following we report experimental results in detail.
Performance Evaluation
We have evaluated the ability of our algorithm in detecting the foreground objects by estimating false positives and false negatives on a pixel basis and computing some useful indexes to globally represent the performance of the algorithm. Given a sequence and choosing a particular frame to make measure, we call G the ground-truth representing the real foreground for the chosen frame and G its negation to represent all other information (background and midground); then, we indicate with F and F our detected foreground and its negation. We have computed false positives F P and false negatives F N percentages by the following equations:
Nevertheless, to evaluate effectively the performance of the algorithm, it is better to use more global indexes [8] : the precision P indicating how many pixels are correctly classified as foreground, the sensitivity S to evaluate if all pixels belonging to foreground should be in it and F-Score computed as harmonic mean of S and P and useful as a global measure of performance:
T P states for true positives. Measures are computed on the final detected foreground after applying an opening morphological step to reduce noise. We have used the F-Score value to set the parameters T D and T n by using ROC analysis. Instead, M axAge and minAge are set so to guarantee the permanence of the new stationary objects in the midground for a certain time interval.
Results
Experiments have been conducted on unhomogeneous RGB sequences coming from publicly available datasets [1, 2] . To save memory occupancy and to reduce computational load, all frames have been resized so that their spatial resolution was 160x120. In this paper we report results obtained on four sequences: "WavingTrees", "Camouflage" [2], "Walk3" and "LeftBag PickedUp" [1] . Figure 1 shows results obtained for a frame extracted from the sequence "LeftBag PickedUp". By using the correspondent ground- We have compared our results against to that obtained by using Apewokin's work; we have noticed that precision, sensitivity and F-Score are generally improved. For example, our F-score is greater than that of Apewokin's of 2.35-14.5% according to the case.
As regards to the memory occupancy, by considering that an RGB frame has NxM pixels, that we use a double (8 bytes) for each component of the pixel values and remembering that we take a cluster for each group of 2x2 pixels, then we store As frames have 160x120 pixels and k is set to 4, our implementation needs only 1.84 MB to model the three memories. Moreover, we must consider the memory space necessary for the four masks representing the foreground at the current and at the previous step, the midground and the background i.e. we must consider further 4 · 160 · 120 bytes and again 3 · 160 · 120 for the current RGB frame i.e. 134.4KB. Experiments have been conducted directly on the Stargate platform. The resulting frame rate is approximately equal to 1 fps. To compute it, we have waited 100 frames so that the background model become quite stable; then we have considered the average time necessary to process each frame.
Conclusions and Future Works
This paper reports a new method to highlight changes in the scene by distinguishing at pixel level between moving objects and objects becoming stationary in the scene. In particular we have modelled the scene by using three different memories in order to store short-term, medium-term and long-term changes. In classifying pixel as foreground, midground and background we have taken advantages from considering the multi-modal nature of the pixels and their temporal evolution. The training phase of the algorithm is done on-line and output precision becomes more and more accurate after some frames (generally one hundred).
The algorithm has been conceived with particular care to limit computational load and memory occupancy so we have tested our method on a single board computer with low computational power and limited memory resources. Results showed that it would be possible to use our algorithm in a wider system in which a wireless sensor network is realized to monitor the site.
Experiments, conducted on publicly available datasets, have shown that the proposed technique reasonably deals with waving trees and foreground aperture issues but it has some difficulty in camouflage cases. In order to improve our algorithm, automatic adaptation and detection of the system parameters would be desirable and it is currently under development.
